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Abstract. Adopting former term rewriting characterisations of poly-
time and exponential-time computable functions, we introduce a new
reduction order, the Path Order for ETIME (POE∗ for short), that is
sound and complete for ETIME computable functions. The proposed re-
duction order for ETIME makes contrasts to those related complexity
classes clear.
1 Introduction
Function-algebraic approaches to computational complexity classes without ex-
plicit bounding constraints have been developed, providing successful character-
isations of various complexity classes of functions as the smallest classes contain-
ing certain initial functions closed under specific operations. Initially, S. Bellan-
toni and S. Cook introduced a restrictive form of primitive recursion known as
safe recursion [6], or independently D. Leivant introduced tiered recursion [9],
characterising the class of polynomial-time computable functions. The idea of
safe recursion is to separate the arguments of every function into two kinds (by
semicolon) so that the number of recursive calls is measured only by an argu-
ment occurring left to semicolon whereas recursion terms are substituted only
for arguments occurring right:
f(ε, ~y ; ~z) = g(~y ; ~z)
f(x · i, ~y ; ~z) = h(x, ~y ;~z, f(x, ~y ;~z)) (i = 0, 1)
(Safe Recursion)
In contrast to classical approaches based on bounded recursion, the function-
algebraic characterisation by safe recursion enables us to define every polytime
function by a purely equational system, or in other word by a term rewrite
system. Improving the function-algebraic characterisation by S. Bellantoni and
S. Cook, together with G. Moser the authors introduced the (small) polynomial
path order (sPOP∗) [3] that constitutes an order-theoretic characterisation of
the polytime functions. In the present work, we introduce a syntactic extension
of sPOP∗, the Path Order for ETIME (POE∗ for short). This order charac-
terises the class of ETIME computable functions, i.e., functions computable in
deterministic time 2O(n).
⋆ The first author is supported by the FWF (Austrian Science Fund) project I-608-
N18. The second author is supported by JSPS posdoctoral fellowships for young
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2 Function-algebraic Backgrounds
Various function-algebraic characterisations of the ETIME functions are known,
e.g. [10,7]. It is also known that extension of safe recursion to (multiple) nested
recursion, called safe nested recursion, captures the class of exponential-time
computable functions [1]. Improving the function-algebraic characterisation by
safe nested recursion, the authors together with G. Moser have introduced an
order, the Exponential Path Order (EPO∗), that is sound and complete for the
exponential-time functions. The order proposed here is a syntactic restriction of
EPO∗.
It turns out that the following form of safe nested recursion with single re-
cursion arguments is sound for ETIME functions.
f(ε, ~y ;~z) = g(~y ;~z)
f(x · i, ~y ;~z) = h(x, ~y ; ~z, f(x, ~y ; ~h′(x, ~y ; ~z, f(x, ~y ; ~z)))) (i = 0, 1)
The definition of POE∗ essentially encodes this recursion scheme. In contrast to
related work, this scheme does neither rely on bounded functions [10] and allows
the definition of functions that grow faster than a linear polynomial [7].
3 The Path Order for ETIME (POE∗)
We assume at least nodding acquaintance with the basics of term rewriting [5].
For an order >, we denote by >prod the product extension of > defined by
〈a1, . . . , ak〉 >
prod 〈b1, . . . , bk〉 if ai = bi or ai > bi for all i = 1, . . . , k, and
there exists at least one j ∈ {1, . . . , k} such that aj > bj holds.
We fix a countably infinite set of variables V and a finite set of function
symbols F , the signature. The set of terms formed from F and V is denoted
by T (F ,V). The signature F contains a distinguished set of constructors C,
elements of T (C) are called values. Elements of F that are not constructors are
called defined symbols and collected in D. We use always v to denote values, and
arbitrary terms are denoted by l, r and s, t, . . . , possibly followed by subscripts.
A substitution σ is a finite mapping from variables to terms, its homomorphic
extension to terms is also denoted by σ and we write tσ instead of σ(t).
A term rewrite system (TRS for short) R (over F) is a finite set of rewrite
rules f(l1, . . . , ln) → r, where all variable in the term r occur in the term
f(l1, . . . , ln) and f ∈ D. Adopting call-by-value semantics, we define the rewrite
relation −→R by
(i)
f(l1, . . . , ln)→ r ∈ R, σ : V → T (C)
f(l1σ, . . . , lnσ) −→R rσ
(ii)
s −→R t
f(. . . , s, . . . ) −→R f(. . . , t, . . . )
.
Throughout the present notes we only consider completely defined,1 orthog-
onal constructor TRSs [5], that is, for each application of (i) there is exactly
1 The restriction is not necessary, but simplifies our presentation.
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one matching rule f(l1, . . . , ln)→ r ∈ R; the terms li (i = 1, . . . , n) contains no
defined symbols and variables occur only once in f(l1, . . . , ln).
For each defined symbol f of arity k, R defines a function JfK : T (C)k →
T (C) by JfK(v1, . . . , vk) := v iff f(v1, . . . , vk) −→R · · · −→R v. These functions
are well-defined if R terminating, i.e., when −→R is well-founded. We do not
presuppose that R is terminating, instead, our method implies termination.
For a term t, the size of t is denoted as |t| referring to the number of symbols
occurring in t. For a complexity measure for TRSs, the (innermost) runtime
complexity function rcR : N→ N is defined by
rcR(n) := max{ℓ | ∃s = f(v1, . . . , vn), |s| 6 n and s = t0 −→R t1 −→R . . . −→R tℓ} ,
which is well-defined for terminating TRSs R. The runtime-complexity function
constitutes an invariant cost-model for rewrite systems: the functions JfK (f ∈
D) can be computed within polynomial overhead on conventional models of
computation, e.g., on Turing machines [8,4].
Let > denote a strict order on F , the precedence. We assume that the argu-
ment positions of every function symbol are separated into two kinds. The sep-
aration is denoted by semicolon as f(t1, . . . , tk ; tk+1, . . . , tk+l), where t1, . . . , tk
are called normal arguments whereas tk+1, . . . , tk+l are called safe ones. For con-
structors C, we suppose that all symbols are safe. We write s ✄n t if t is a sub-term
of a normal argument of s, i.e., s = f(s1, . . . , sk ; sk+1, . . . , sk+l) and t occurs
in a term si for i ∈ {1, . . . , k}. The following definition introduces the instance
>poe∗ of the POE
∗ as induced by a precedence >.
Definition 1. Let > be a precedence and let s = f(s1, . . . , sk ; sk+1, . . . , sk+l).
Then s >poe∗ t if one of the following alternatives holds.
1. si >poe∗ t for some i ∈ {1, . . . , k + l}.
2. f ∈ D and t = g(t1, . . . , tm ; tm+1, . . . , tm+n) with f > g and:
– s ✄n tj for all j ∈ {1, . . . ,m};
– s >poe∗ tj for all j ∈ {m+ 1, . . . ,m+ n};
3. f ∈ D and t = f(t1, . . . , tk ; tk+1, . . . , tk+l) and:
– 〈s1, . . . , sk〉 >
prod
poe∗ 〈t1, . . . , tk〉
– s >poe∗ tj for all j ∈ {k + 1, . . . , k + l}.
We say that R is POE∗-compatible if for some precedence >, l >poe∗ r holds
for all rules l → r ∈ R.
Example 1. The standard addition (x, y) 7→ x+ y (in unary notation) is defined
by a TRS Radd consisting of the following two rules.
1 : add(0 ; y)→ y 2 : add(s( ;x) ; y)→ s( ; add(x ; y))
Define a precedence by add > s and an argument separation as indicated in
the rules. Then it can be seen that add(0 ; y) >poe∗ y and add(s( ;x) ; y) >poe∗
s( ; add(x ; y)) hold for the order >poe∗ induced by the precedence >.
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Example 2. An exponential 2x + y is defined by a TRS Rexp consisting of the
following two rules.
1 : exp(0 ; y)→ s( ; y) 2 : exp(s( ; x) ; y)→ exp(x ; exp(x ; y))
The TRS Rexp is compatible with the order >poe∗ induced by the precedence
exp > s.
Example 3. A factorial function of the form y · x! + z is defined by a TRS Rfac
consisting of Radd and additionally of the following three rules.
3 : fac(0, y ; z)→ add(y ; z) 4 : fac(s( ;x), 0 ; z)→ z
5 : fac(s( ;x), s( ; y) ; z)→ fac(s( ;x), y ; fac(x, s( ; x) ; z))
The TRS Rfac is not compatible with any POE
∗. In particular, rule 5 is not
orientable since element-wise comparison of 〈s( ;x), s( ; y)〉 and 〈x, s( ; x)〉 fails.
Note that function JfacK is computable in exponential-time, but not in ETIME.
Theorem 1 (Soundness of POE∗for ETIME). Every function defined by a
POE∗-compatible rewrite system is ETIME computable.
This theorem follows from the following key lemma, whose proof is involved and
hence postponed to the next section.
Lemma 1. For any POE∗-compatible rewrite system R, rcR(n) ∈ 2
O(n) holds.
Although the inverse of Lemma 1 is in general not true, the order is also
extensionally complete for the ETIME functions.
Theorem 2 (Completeness of POE∗ for ETIME). Every ETIME function
can be defined by a POE∗-compatible rewrite system.
Proof (Sketch). Consider words formed from dyadic successors 0 and 1 together
with a constant ǫ, denoting the empty word. The following rewrite rules
f1(ǫ ;u)→ d( ;u) f1(i( ;x) ; u)→ f1(x ; f0(x ; u)) (for i ∈ {0, 1}) ,
define a function Jf1K(w ; c) = JdK
2|w|( ; c), i.e., 2|w|-fold iteration of JdK. Here,
we suppose that |w| counts the number of occurrences of 0 and 1 in w. Next
consider the following rewrite rules.
f2(ǫ, y ;u)→ f1(y ;u) f2(i( ;x), y ;u)→ f2(x, y ; f2(x, y ;u)) (for i ∈ {0, 1}) .
Then Jf2K(w,w ;u) = JdK
22·|w|( ;u). This construction can be extended to k func-
tions such that JfkK(w, . . . , w ;u) = JdK
2k·|w|( ;u). Note that all rules can be
oriented by >poe∗ , given by the precedence fk > · · · > f1 > d.
Using this construction, it is possible to simulate ETIME Turing machine
computations by a POE∗-compatible TRS, essentially by substituting the tran-
sition function for d. Note that d can be defined by pattern matching only, in
particular it is easy to define d such that the underlying rewrite rules are POE∗-
compatible.
Corollary 1. The class of ETIME computable functions coincides with the class
of functions computed by POE∗-compatible rewrite systems.
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4 Soundness Proof
In this section we prove Theorem 1. The proof follows the pattern of the proof
of soundness for the exponential path order [2]. We embed reductions of POE∗-
compatible rewrite systems into an auxiliary order ❂ℓ, whose length of maximal
descending sequences we estimate appropriately below.
4.1 Order on Sequences
To formalise sequences of terms, we use an auxiliary variadic function symbol
◦. Here variadic means that the arity of ◦ is finite but arbitrary. Call a term
t ∈ T (F ∪ {◦},V) a sequence if it is of the form ◦(t1, . . . , tk) for ti ∈ T (F ,V)
(i = 1, . . . , k). We always write [t1 · · · tk] instead of ◦(t1, . . . , tk). We use a, b, . . .
to denote terms and sequences of terms. We define concatenation as [s1 · · · sk] ++
[t1 · · · tl] := [ s1 · · · sk t1 · · · tl ], and extend it to terms by identifying terms
t with the singleton sequences [ t ], for instance s ++ t = [ s t ]. For sequences a
define lift(a) := a, and for terms t define lift(t) := [ t ].
Definition 2. Let ❂ denote a precedence on F . Let ℓ ∈ N with ℓ > 1. Then a ❂ℓ
b holds for terms or sequences of terms a, b if one of the following alternatives
hold.
1. a = f(s1, . . . , sk), b = g(t1, . . . , tl) with f ❂ g and the following conditions
hold:
– f(s1, . . . , sk) ✄ tj for all j = 1, . . . , l; and
– l 6 ℓ; or
2. a = f(s1, . . . , sk), b = f(t1, . . . , tk) and 〈s1, . . . , sk〉 ✄
prod 〈t1, . . . , tk〉;
3. a = f(s1, . . . , sk), b = [t1 · · · tl] and the following conditions hold:
– f(s1, . . . , sk) ❂ℓ tj for all j = 1, . . . , l; and
– l 6 ℓ.
4. a = [s1 · · · sk], b = [t1 · · · tl] and there exists terms or sequences bi
(i = 1, . . . , k) such that:
– [t1 · · · tl] = b1 ++ · · · ++ bk; and
– 〈s1, . . . , sk〉 ❂
prod
ℓ 〈b1, . . . , bk〉.
For notational convention, we will write s ❂〈i〉ℓ t if s ❂ℓ t follows from the i
th
clause in Definition 2. The following lemma collects frequently used properties
of ❂ℓ.
Lemma 2. Let ℓ > 1. The order ❂ℓ satisfies the following properties:
1. ❂ℓ ⊆ ❂ℓ+1; and
2. if a ❂ℓ b then c1 ++ a ++ c2 ❂ℓ c1 ++ b ++ c2 for all terms or sequences
a, b, c1, c2.
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Proof. Properties (1) follows by definition. To prove the second property, suppose
a ❂ℓ b holds. Set [u1 · · · uk] := lift(c1) and [v1 · · · vl] := lift(c2), and observe
that by the overloading of ++ we have
c1 = u1 ++ · · · ++ uk and c2 = v1 ++ · · · ++ vl .
If a = f(s1, . . . , sm) is a term, then by assumption f(s1, . . . , sm) ❂ℓ b we have
〈u1, . . . , uk, f(s1, . . . , sm), v1, . . . , vl〉 ❂ℓ 〈u1, . . . , uk, b, v1, . . . , vl〉 ,
and thus
c1 ++ f(s1, . . . , sm) ++ c2 ❂
〈4〉
ℓ c1 ++ b ++ c2 ,
holds as desired. Otherwise a = [s1 · · · sm], and the assumption can be strength-
ened to a ❂〈4〉ℓ b. By definition b = b1 ++ · · · ++ bm for some terms or sequences
bj (j = 1, . . . ,m) with 〈s1, . . . , sm〉 ❂ℓ 〈b1, . . . , bm〉. From this we obtain
〈u1, . . . , uk, s1, . . . , sm, v1, . . . , vl〉 ❂ℓ 〈u1, . . . , uk, b1, . . . , bm, v1, . . . , vl〉 .
Hence again the property follows by one application of ❂〈4〉ℓ . ⊓⊔
Note that the order ❂ℓ is a restriction of the multiset path order [5] using ◦
as a minimal element. The order is thus well-founded. Since the indices ℓ ensures
that ❂ℓ is finitely branching the length of the maximal ❂ℓ-descending sequence,
expressed by the function Gℓ is well-defined.
Definition 3. For ℓ > 1, and terms or sequences a define
Gℓ(a) := max{ l | ∃a1, . . . , al. a ❂ℓ a1 ❂ℓ · · · ❂ℓ al} .
Note that if a ❂ℓ b then Gℓ(a) > Gℓ(b) holds. In the following, we prove that
Gℓ(a) is bounded by an exponential in the depth of its argument. The following
lemma serves as an auxiliary step.
Lemma 3. For all ℓ > 1 and sequences [t1 · · · tk], we have Gℓ([t1 · · · tk]) =∑k
i=1 Gℓ(ti).
Proof. Consider a sequence [t1 · · · tk]. As a consequence of Lemma 2(2), Gℓ(a ++
b) > Gℓ(a) + Gℓ(b), holds for all sequences and terms a, b. Hence in particular
Gℓ([t1 · · · tk]) = Gℓ(t1 ++ · · · ++ tk) >
∑k
i=1 Gℓ(ti).
To show the inverse direction, we proceed by induction on Gℓ([t1 · · · tk]).
The base case Gℓ(a) = 0 follows trivially. For the induction step, we show that
for all terms or sequencesb, [t1 · · · tk] ❂ℓ b =⇒ Gℓ(b) <
∑k
i=1 Gℓ(ti) holds.
This implies Gℓ([t1 · · · tk]) 6
∑k
i=1 Gℓ(ti) as desired. Suppose a ❂ℓ b, which
by definition of ❂ℓ refines to a ❂
〈4〉
ℓ b. Hence there exists terms or sequences bi
(i = 1, . . . , k) such that b = b1 ++ · · · ++ bk and
〈t1, . . . , tk〉 ❂ℓ 〈b1, . . . , bk〉 ,
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holds. As a consequence, Gℓ(bi) 6 Gℓ(ti) holds for all i = 1, . . . , k, where for at
least one i0 ∈ {1, . . . , k} we even have Gℓ(bi0) < Gℓ(si0). Using that
Gℓ(bi) 6 Gℓ(b) < Gℓ([t1 · · · tk]) for all i = 1, . . . , k,
induction hypothesis is applicable to b and all bi (i ∈ {1, . . . , k}). Summing up
we obtain
Gℓ(b) =
∑
s∈b
Gℓ(s) =
k∑
i=1
∑
s∈bi
Gℓ(s) =
k∑
i=1
Gℓ(bi) <
k∑
i=1
Gℓ(ti) .
⊓⊔
Lemma 4. Given a precedence ❂ on a signature F , the rank rk : F → N is
defined in accordance with ❂ as rk(f) > rk(g) ⇔ f ❂ g. Let ℓ > 1. Then, for
any function symbol f ∈ F with arity n 6 ℓ and for any terms t1, . . . , tn, the
following inequality holds.
Gℓ(f(t1, . . . , tn)) 6 (ℓ + 1)
(ℓ+1)rk(f)·
(∑n
i=1 Gℓ(ti)
)
. (1)
Proof. Let t = f(t1, . . . , tn). We prove the inequality (1) by induction on Gℓ(t).
In the base case, Gℓ(t) = 0, and hence the inequality (1) trivially holds. In the
case Gℓ(t) > 0, it suffices to show that for any b ∈ T (F ∪ {◦},V), t ❂ℓ b implies
Gℓ(b) < (ℓ+ 1)
(ℓ+1)rk(f)·
(∑n
i=1 Gℓ(ti)
)
. The induction case splits into three cases
t ❂
〈i〉
ℓ b (i ∈ {1, 2, 3}). For the sake of convenience, we start with the case t ❂
〈3〉
ℓ b.
Namely, we consider the case b = [s1 · · · sk] where 1 6 k 6 ℓ and t ❂ℓ si for all
i ∈ {1, . . . , k}. We show that for all i ∈ {1, . . . , k},
Gℓ(si) 6 (ℓ + 1)
(ℓ+1)rk(f)·
(∑k
i=1 Gℓ(ti)
)
− 1 . (2)
We prove the inequality (2) by case analysis depending on j ∈ {1, 2} where
t ❂
〈j〉
ℓ si holds. Fix some element u ∈ {si | i ∈ {1, . . . , k}}.
1. Case. t ❂〈1〉ℓ u: u = g(u1, . . . , um) where m 6 ℓ, g is a defined symbol with
f ❂ g and for all i ∈ {1, . . . ,m}, t is a strict super-term of ui. We reason
(ℓ+ 1)rk(g) ·
(∑m
i=1 Gℓ(ui)
)
6(ℓ+ 1)rk(g) ·
(
m · max
16i6n
Gℓ(ti)
)
<(ℓ+ 1)rk(g) ·
(
(ℓ+ 1) ·
∑n
i=1 Gℓ(ti)
)
(since m 6 ℓ)
6(ℓ+ 1)rk(f) ·
(∑n
i=1 Gℓ(ti)
)
. (since rk(g) < rk(f))
This together with induction hypothesis allows us to derive the inequality
(2).
2. Case. t ❂〈2〉ℓ u: u = f(u1, . . . , un) where 〈t1, . . . , tn〉 ✄
prod 〈u1, . . . , un〉 holds.
In this case the inequality (2) follows from induction hypothesis together
together an easy observation that
∑n
i=1 Gℓ(ui) <
∑n
i=1 Gℓ(ti).
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Summing up Case 1 and 2 concludes inequality (2). Thus, having Gℓ(b) =∑k
i=1 Gℓ(si) by Lemma 3, and employing k 6 ℓ, we see
Gℓ(b) 6 ℓ · (ℓ + 1)
(ℓ+1)rk(f)·
(∑k
i=1 Gℓ(ti)
)
− 1 (by the inequality (2))
< (ℓ+ 1)(ℓ+1)
rk(f)·
(∑k
i=1 Gℓ(ti)
)
.
This completes the case t ❂〈3〉ℓ b. The cases t ❂
〈1〉
ℓ b and t ❂
〈2〉
ℓ b follow respectively
from Case 1 and 2. ⊓⊔
4.2 Predicative Embedding of −→
R
into ❂ℓ
Throughout the following, we fix a POE∗-compatible TRS R. We now establish
the predicative embedding of −→R into the order ❂ℓ, for ℓ depending only on R.
The predicative interpretation I that we use in this embedding separates safe
from normal arguments resulting in a sequences of normalised terms.
Definition 4. For each f ∈ F with k normal arguments, let fn denote a fresh
function symbol of arity k. We set Fn := F ∪ {fn | f ∈ F}. A term t ∈ T (Fn,V)
is called normalised if it is of the form t = fn(t1, . . . , tk) for ti ∈ T (F ,V)
(i = 1, . . . , k).
Definition 5. We define the predicative interpretation I, mapping terms to
sequences of normalised terms, as follows:
I(t) :=
{
[ ] if t ∈ T (C),
fn(t1, . . . , tk) ++ I(tk+1) ++ · · · ++ I(tk+l) if t 6∈ T (C).
For the second case we suppose t = f(t1, . . . , tk ; tk+1, . . . , tk+l).
In the following, we show that a reduction f(v1, . . . , vk) −→R s1 −→R s2 −→R
. . . translates into a sequence I(f(v1, . . . , vk)) ❂ℓ I(s1) ❂ℓ I(s2) ❂ℓ . . . for ℓ the
maximal size of a right-hand side in R. In the embedding, we use as precedence
the projection of the precedence > underlying R to the normalised signature Fn,
defined by
fn ❂ gn :⇔ f > g and f ❂ g :⇔ f > g .
In the proof of this embedding it is important to notice that rewriting happens
never under normal argument positions. To this end we introduce a set T→,
consisting of terms where normal arguments are values.
Definition 6. We define T→ as the least such that (i) T (C) ⊆ T→, and (ii) if
f ∈ F , v1, . . . , vk ∈ T (C) and t1, . . . , tl ∈ T→ then f(v1, . . . , vk ; t1, . . . , tl) ∈ T→.
Observe that f(v1, . . . , vk) ∈ T→ for values vi (i = 1, . . . , k). The set T→ is closed
under rewriting.
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Lemma 5. If s ∈ T→ and s −→R t then t ∈ T→.
Proof. The lemma follows a standard induction on the definition of >poe∗ .
Lemma 6. Let σ : V → T (C) be a substitution. Then lσ ❂|r| rσ for all rule
l → r ∈ R.
According to s ❂〈i〉ℓ t, we write s >
〈i〉
poe∗ t if s >poe∗ t follows from the i
th clause
in Definition 1.
Proof. Fix terms s = f(s1, . . . , sk ; sk+1, . . . , sk+l) with f ∈ D and s1, . . . , sk+l ∈
T (C,V). We first show that for all terms t,
s >poe∗ t =⇒ fn(s1σ, . . . , skσ) ❂|t| u for all u ∈ I(tσ) . (†)
Suppose s >poe∗ t holds, the proof is by induction on |t|. The non-trivial case
is when tσ 6∈ T (C) as otherwise I(tσ) = [ ]. This excludes a priori the case
s >
〈1〉
poe∗ t by the assumption on the shape of s. Hence either s >
〈2〉
poe∗ t or s >
〈3〉
poe∗ t
holds, and thus t = g(t1, . . . , tm ; tm+1, . . . , tm+n) for some g ∈ F and terms tj
(j = 1, . . . ,m+ n), By definition,
I(tσ) = [ gn(t1σ, . . . , tmσ) ] ++ I(tm+1σ) ++ · · · ++ I(tm+nσ) .
To prove the implication (†), consider first the element u = gn(t1σ, . . . , tmσ) ∈
I(tσ).
Suppose first that s >〈2〉poe∗ t holds. Thus f > g and hence fn ❂ gn. Consider
a normal argument position j ∈ {1, . . . ,m} of g. The assumption s >poe∗ t
gives s ✄ tj . Hence there exists a normal argument position i ∈ {1, . . . , k} of f
with si ☎ tj , and hence siσ ☎ tjσ holds. In total, fn(s1σ, . . . , skσ) ✄ tjσ holds
for all j = 1, . . . ,m. Since trivially m 6 |t|, we conclude fn(s1σ, . . . , skσ) ❂
〈1〉
|t|
gn(t1σ, . . . , tmσ) as desired.
Finally, suppose s >〈3〉poe∗ t holds, thus t = f(t1, . . . , tk ; tk+1, . . . , tk+l). Since
〈s1, . . . , sk〉 >
prod
poe∗ 〈t1, . . . , tk〉 holds in this case and si ∈ TA(C,V) for all i =
1, . . . , k, it is not difficult to conclude that si ☎ ti and hence 〈s1σ, . . . , skσ〉 ✄
〈t1σ, . . . , tkσ〉, holds. As trivially k 6 ℓ, we fn(s1σ, . . . , skσ) ❂
〈2〉
|t| gn(t1σ, . . . , tkσ)
in this final case.
Now consider the remaining elements u ∈ I(tσ), u 6= gn(t1σ, . . . , tmσ). Then
u occurs in the interpretation of a safe argument of tσ by definition of the
interpretation, say u ∈ I(tjσ) for some j ∈ {m+1, . . . ,m+n}. One verifies that
s >poe∗ tj holds: in the case s >
〈3〉
poe∗ t we have s >poe∗ tj by definition; otherwise
s >
〈2〉
poe∗ t holds and we even obtain s >
〈1〉
poe∗ tj . As |tj | < |t|, by induction
hypothesis we have fn(s1σ, . . . , skσ) ❂|tj | u, and thus fn(s1σ, . . . , smσ) ❂|t| u
using Lemma 2(1). Overall, we conclude the implication (†).
Fix a rule l → r ∈ R with l = f(lm, . . . , ln). We return to the main proof,
and show that fn(l1σ, . . . , lmσ) ❂
〈3〉
|r| I(rσ) holds, from which the lemma follows
by one application of ❂〈4〉|r| .
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– The implication (†) and assumption l >poe∗ r gives fn(l1σ, . . . , lmσ) ❂|r| u
and thus fn(l1σ, . . . , lmσ) ❂|r| u for all elements u ∈ I(rσ).
– The length of I(rσ) is bounded by |r|. This can be shown by a standard
induction on r, using in the base case x ∈ V that I(rσ) = [ ] as σ(x) ∈ T (C)
for all variables in r.
Lemma 7. Let R be a POE∗-compatible TRS and let σ : V → T (C) be a substi-
tution, and let ℓ denote the maximal size of right-hand sides r of rules l → r ∈ R.
If s ∈ T→ and s −→R t then I(s) ❂ℓ I(t).
Proof. Let s ∈ T→ and consider a rewrite step s −→R t. The base case is covered
by Lemma 6, hence consider a rewrite step below the root. Since s ∈ T→, in
Lemma 5 we already observed that this step is of the form
s = f(s1, . . . , sm ; sm+1, . . . , si, . . . , sm+n)
−→R f(s1, . . . , sm ; sm+1, . . . , ti, . . . , sm+n) = t ,
where si −→R ti. The non-trivial case is when t 6∈ T (C), otherwise I(t) = [ ].
Using the induction hypothesis I(si) ❂ℓ I(ti) and Lemma 2(2) we obtain
I(s) = fn(s1, . . . , sm) ++ I(sm+1) ++ · · · ++ I(si) ++ · · · ++ I(sm+n)
❂ℓ fn(s1, . . . , sm) ++ I(sm+1) ++ · · · ++ I(ti) ++ · · · ++ I(sm+n)
= I(t) ,
as desired.
Proof (of Theorem 1). Consider a derivation
f(v1, . . . , vk ; vk+1, . . . , vk+l) = t0 −→R t1 −→R · · · −→R tm ,
for values vi (i = 1, . . . , k + l) with respect to a POE
∗-compatible TRS R.
Define ℓ := max{|r| | l → r ∈ R}. Since t0 ∈ T→, Lemma 5 shows that that
ti ∈ T→ for all i = 1, . . . ,m. As a consequence of Lemma 7, using Lemma 2(1),
we obtain
I(t0) ❂ℓ I(t1) · · · ❂ℓ I(tm) .
So in particular the length m is bounded by the length of ❂ℓ descending se-
quences starting from [ fn(~u) ], i.e.,
m 6 Gℓ(I(t0)) = Gℓ(fn(v1, . . . , vk)) .
Here the equality is given definition of I and by Lemma 3. The theorem follows
thus from Lemma 4.
5 Conclusion
Adopting former works [2,3], we introduced a reduction order, the Path Order for
ETIME (POE∗), that is sound and complete for ETIME computable functions.
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The path order POE∗ is a strictly intermediate order between the (small) path
order for polytime (sPOP∗) and exponential path order (EPO∗).
These orders differ only in constraints imposed on recursive definitions: POE∗
extends sPOP∗ by allowing nested recursive calls, as in the TRS Rexp; the order
EPO∗ permits additionally recursion along lexicographic descending arguments,
as in rule 5 of the TRS Rfac. Consequently, from our three examples only the
TRS Radd is compatible with sPOP
∗, whereas Radd and Rexp is compatible with
POE∗ and EPO∗ can even handle Rfac.
This contrast clarifies the relationship P ⊆ ETIME ⊆ EXP for the class P of
polytime predicates and the class EXP of exponential-time ones.
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